
OUR AI SOLUTION
helps pharma firms to move to a measurably more customer-centric GTM model
It optimizes levers with big immediate impact: channel mix and design of field/virtual teams 
Average effect: Higher customer response, +5-10% profits, 60-90% less planning work
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Challenge 7 0 - 8 0 %  o f  p h y s i c i a n s  
have become more digitally savvy during 
CV-19 and state that their engagement 
preference has sustainably changed

Q u e s t i o n s
What's the measurable opportunity of this 

change for pharma firms? How much customer 
response, future sales and profits can they 

gain by optimizing their channel mix and 
design of field/virtual sales teams?

N o  s o l u t i o n
offers a useful prediction - this burns money



Where are clusters of Bricks ("hotspots") with customers who 
are responsive to sales activities? 

- How much field force per hotspot to maximize sales?  

- Which channel mix leads to the highest customer response? 

- Which product mix leads to the highest customer response? 

Where are single remote Bricks ("islands") with customers that 
are responsive to sales force activities? 

- How can they be served by a virtual team? 

What is the overall impact on future sales and profits?

Interested in how it works? Schedule a video call

Our AI solution helps pharma firms to move to a measurably more customer-centric GTM model

https://calendly.com/moritz-fischer/45min?month=2022-11


1 Choose the FTE size 
of your field force and 
virtual teams

2 Choose your preferred 
channel mix - per 
default, Medicalytix 
chooses the mix with 
the highest customer 
response 

3 Based on your input, 
Medicalytix predicts the 
full sales and profit 
potential 

4 Double click on the 
field force & virtual team

1 2 

3 

4



Medicalytix highlights  
1 Responsive hotspots 
(big clusters of Bricks); 
in focus of field-force 
2 Responsive remote 
areas (sometimes even 
single Bricks); in focus 
of the virtual team 

3 Medicalytix suggests 
a team size per hotspot 
that maximizes future 
sales   
4 You can manually 
adjust this suggestion 
for any given hotspot 
5 Medicalytix predicts 
the impact on sales

6 You can double click 
on a hotspot

1 

2 

3 4 5 6
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Per Hotspot, Medicalytix 
suggests... 
1 the brand (mix) with 
the highest future sales 
potential

2 the channel mix with 
the highest future sales 
potential 

3 the seasonal focus 
with the highest future 
sales potential 

4 sales targets for the 
local team 

1 2 3 4
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Medicalytix helps with 
territory planning and 
account assignments:

1 Choose how you want 
to assign local areas 
a.) by geo proximity 
b.) by former customer 
relationship

2 Medicalytix suggests 
assignments based on 
your preference

3 You can manually 
change this assignment 
and/or add new 
members

2

3

1 



For the virtual team

1 Medicalytix creates a 
list of most responsive 
accounts in remote 
areas (islands)

2 Medicalytix predicts 
the brand and channel 
preference of these 
accounts

1 2 



60-90% less planning work5-10% profit uptakeHigher customer response

Average impact: Results from a study with 1.7 bn UK data



Our business model: 100% success-based collaboration 

1 2 3START

Exploration
(1-2 weeks)

Pilot project
(2 months)

Usage
(afterwards)

…

Definition of pilot scope

Data availability check

1-year use of the software

Incl. upside quantification

Permanent use of the software

Incl. constant data updates

0$ 100% success-based pilot Performance-based fee possible



Let’s connect

Dr. Moritz Fischer 
Customer Lead & CEO 
+49 173 439 87 97
moritz.fischer@medicalytix.ai

LinkedIn: Dr. Moritz Fischer | LinkedIn
Call: Schedule a video call

mailto:moritz.fischer@medicalytix.ai
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dr-moritz-fischer-88a10313b
https://calendly.com/moritz-fischer/45min?month=2022-10

